Sensing the dissociation of a polymeric enzyme by means of an engineered intrinsic probe.
One of the most remarkable characteristics of Brucella lumazine synthase (BLS) is its versatility to undergo reversible dissociation and reassociation as a polymeric scaffold. We have proposed a mechanism of dissociation and unfolding of BLS. Using static light scattering (SLS) analysis, we were able to demonstrate that the decameric assembly dissociates into two different conditions [pH 5 or 2M guanidinium chloride (GdnHCl) pH 7] forming stable folded pentamers. The transition from folded pentamers to unfolded monomers by GdnHCl denaturation is highly cooperative and can be measured by different spectroscopic techniques. In this work, we show the successful insertion of an intrinsic probe to study in more detail the equilibria described in previous publications. For that purpose, we performed single-point mutations of Phe residues 121 and 127, located at the pentamer-pentamer and monomer-monomer interface, respectively, to Trp residues. These mutations produced only a marginal perturbation of the BLS structure. We analyzed the unfolding and stability of the mutants through different techniques: far-and near-UV CD, SLS, dynamic light scattering, and fluorescence spectroscopy. The introduced intrinsic probe could be used to gain insights into the detailed folding and assembly mechanism of this protein.